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Can Commodity Prices Be Negative? Revisiting the Events in the Crude Oil Market in April.

Preventive measures adopted during the COVID-19 pandemic have changed our lives and businesses in many ways. Commodity markets have also witnessed unique events that were partially influenced by those changes. In April, for the first time in history, prices in a large exchange-traded futures market turned negative. Crude oil futures prices for May 2020 delivery were traded below zero on April 20 and 21, reaching a minimum of −$40.32/barrel. If I am selling crude oil to you for −$40.32/barrel, it means that I am giving you the contracted amount of crude oil and paying you $40.32/barrel to take my oil.

As unusual as it is, the negative crude oil prices in April actually reflected the current state of the cash market in April, as well as the structure of the futures market and how it is supposed to work. This unique event also highlighted the importance of understanding what futures prices really represent and how they are traded.

What the crude oil futures price represents

The crude oil that we are talking about in this article is specifically the WTI (West Texas Intermediate), which is “a light, sweet crude oil blend” that is typically used for conversion to gasoline and diesel fuel. This futures contract is deliverable and priced out of Cushing, Oklahoma, i.e. deliveries against the futures market “shall be made free-on-board at any pipeline or storage facility in Cushing, Oklahoma.” This implies that the cash market in Cushing is the reference for the WTI futures price. Therefore, the WTI crude oil futures price should reflect the supply and demand conditions of the cash market in Cushing, Oklahoma, particularly when we approach delivery time.
In April, the WTI crude oil market was going through unique supply and demand conditions. In a nutshell, the COVID-19 pandemic led to an economic slowdown and one of the consequences was the decrease in demand for crude oil. The main crude oil producers did not cut down supply fast enough, hence there was an excess of crude oil in the market for a while. As should be expected in situations like this, prices decreased. In more extreme situations, if storage capacity is limited in a market with oversupply, it may happen that storage itself becomes more valuable than the commodity (remember that oil cannot just be dumped and “stored” on the ground).

Figure 1 shows the daily spot price and WTI futures price for crude oil since the beginning of the year, and we can see prices dropping from around $60/barrel in January to around $20/barrel in early April. In a well-functioning market, the spot price in the area where futures contracts are delivered should show the same behavior as the futures price over time, both reflecting supply and demand conditions in the market. This is essentially what we see in Figure 1 for the crude oil market.

**How (crude oil) futures markets work**
Speculators are one type of trader who buy and sell in the futures market with the objective of making money. They have no interest in the physical commodity. For example, I (speculator) buy crude oil using ten futures contracts for October 2020 delivery for $37/barrel today, so I now have a “long” (buy) position in the futures market for October 2020 delivery. This means that I have a commitment to take delivery of crude oil in October 2020 and pay $37/barrel then. But I don’t really want the physical commodity (crude oil). Not today, not in October, not ever. My strategy with this trade is to wait for the crude oil price for October 2020 delivery to increase and then I can sell at a higher price and make a profit. Let’s say that, on a given day in August, the crude oil futures price for October 2020 delivery will be trading at $41/barrel. I can then sell crude oil using ten futures contracts for October 2020 delivery at $41/barrel.

Now I have a commitment to deliver (sell) crude oil in October at $41/barrel and also to take delivery (buy) the same amount of crude oil in October at $37/barrel. Since I have commitments to buy and sell the same amount of crude oil in the same month, my net position in the futures market is zero (it is as if I am delivering to myself). As far as the commodity exchange is concerned, the ‘buy’ and ‘sell’ trades offset each other and I no longer have any commitments in the futures market (i.e. no obligation to deliver or take delivery of anything). So I leave the futures market with a gain/loss based on the difference between the futures price from my ‘sell’ trade and the futures price from my ‘buy’ trade. In our example, I have a profit of $4/barrel, because I bought at $37/barrel and later sold at $41/barrel.

Since the futures market is a market for future delivery, speculators can buy and sell as many barrels of crude oil as they want without actually having either the physical commodity to deliver or the intent to take delivery of the physical commodity. As long as they offset their futures contracts before the delivery month, there is no need to worry about the physical commodity. This is why speculators always make sure to offset their futures contracts before the delivery month, otherwise they may find themselves in a position to have to deliver or take delivery of several thousands of barrels of crude oil. In the crude oil futures market, delivery happens during the delivery month, but the last trading day is “3 business days prior to the 25th calendar day of the month.”

![Figure 1: Daily crude oil spot price in Cushing, OK and WTI futures prices for May 2020 delivery ($/barrel)](image-url)
prior to the contract month” (or a day earlier if the 25th calendar day is not a business day).

**What happened in the crude oil futures market in April**

Let’s go back to our negative futures prices and talk about the futures contract for May 2020 delivery. For this contract, physical delivery would happen during the month of May 2020, but it could be traded only until April 21. At the end of the day on April 21, all outstanding futures contracts for May 2020 delivery would have to be delivered during the month of May. Therefore, any speculator holding futures contracts for May 2020 delivery would have to offset them before the end of the day on April 21, otherwise they would have to deliver or take delivery of thousands of barrels of crude oil in May.

The WTI crude oil futures contract trades from Sunday to Friday on 23-hour trading sessions, starting at 5:00 p.m. and running until 4:00 p.m. the next day. After the Saturday break on April 18, the market resumed trading on Sunday (April 19) at 5:00 p.m. with only two more trading sessions until the last trading day of the contract for May delivery. When the market opened that Sunday evening, there were over 100,000 futures contracts still open, which is equivalent to over 1,000,000 barrels of crude oil. On a regular day, the crude oil futures market trades more contracts than that, but 100,000 contracts is still a relatively large number of contracts.

Traders who had initially sold crude oil in the futures market now needed to buy crude oil in order to offset their contracts before delivery. Actually, when trading started on April 19, prices were around $17/barrel, which was the lowest price until then (see Figure 1). So these traders could already offset their contracts at a profit and move on. Alternatively, they could wait for prices to go even lower and then offset their contracts at a larger profit.

Why would prices go down even more? Because traders who had initially bought crude oil now had to sell in order to offset their contracts and get out of the futures market before delivery. Since prices had been falling, these traders were concerned because they would likely end up selling at lower prices and hence leave the futures market with a loss. Still, they had to offset their contracts because they did not want to go to delivery. If they did go to delivery, they would have to take delivery of thousands of barrels of crude oil in a market already overflown with oil and hence with limited storage capacity, especially in the delivery area of the WTI futures contract. If these traders were speculators who have no interest in the physical commodity, having to take delivery of crude oil would normally be undesirable. In a market with oversupply and limited storage, this would be much worse.

Figure 2 shows minute-by-minute prices (blue line) starting on April 19 (Sunday) at 5:00 p.m. We can see prices slowly going down during Sunday night and Monday morning. Figure 2 also shows the number of contracts traded in each minute of the trading session (orange bars). Except for some activity around 8:00 p.m. on Sunday, we can see that a larger number of contracts started being traded only when prices approached $10/barrel, and even more so when prices dropped below $10/barrel and quickly moved towards zero and then towards negative values.

![Figure 2: Minute-by-minute WTI crude oil futures prices for May 2020 delivery and number of futures contracts traded from 5:00 p.m. on April 19 until 4:00 p.m. on April 20](image)

Basically, traders who needed to sell on April 20 (and April 21 too) had to accept much lower prices in order to execute their trades and finally offset their contracts. When traders place their orders in the futures exchange, they essentially need to enter the numbers in their computer and hit the ‘submit’ button. When they started trading in the evening of April 19, they tried to sell at $17/barrel. Since there were not enough traders interested in buying from them at those prices, sellers started lowering their bids. So they started submitting orders to sell at lower and lower prices until they could find someone interested in trading with them. As they placed those orders in their computers, the price is just a number that the computer processes, be it 16, zero or –10. Regardless of the price, once traders finally execute their orders and offset their contracts, the calculation of the gain or loss as they leave the futures market is the
same, i.e. “selling price” minus “buying price.” If I initially bought oil in the futures market at $30/barrel and later I sold at $20/barrel, I leave the futures market with a loss of $50/barrel (= −20 − 30).

**Do negative prices indicate that something was wrong in the market?**

No, it does not look like it. Supply and demand conditions in March and April set the stage for lower prices in the crude oil market. Then, during this period, the expiration of the futures contract for May 2020 delivery added an extra downward push which resulted in negative prices in the futures market for approximately 12 hours between the afternoon of April 20 and early morning of April 21. Had supply and demand conditions not reached a critical situation in April, or had the futures contract for May delivery expired a couple of weeks earlier or later, maybe nothing unusual would have happened on April 20-21. In other words, prices responded as expected to prevailing supply and demand, while the futures market operated as expected during the last days of trading for a futures contract. The price levels observed during those days could be discussed, but the overall behavior of prices appears to be consistent with supply and demand as well as the structure of the futures market.

Further, let us remember that the futures price for May 2020 delivery was the only one that became negative on April 20-21. Futures prices for other delivery months (June 2020, July 2020, August 2020, etc.) remained above zero during those days. In addition, negative prices only happened for WTI crude oil. The other type of crude oil that is also largely traded in the futures market, Brent, was never traded at negative prices (we can discuss the differences between WTI and Brent in another article).

**General take-away**

Going back to the title, can commodity prices be negative? As we saw recently, yes, it is possible. But as we discussed in this article, it happened in a particular market under specific circumstances. Commodity markets, especially for widely-traded commodities, can be complex structures with many different prices for different locations across the country and around the world, for different types/grades of the commodity, as well as different delivery times for forward transactions (which include, but are not limited to, futures markets). Understanding the structure of these markets and what each price represents is essential to make a good analysis of current events and what to expect in the future.
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